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Accurate knowledge on snow distribution in alpine terrain is crucial for various
applications such as flood risk assessment, avalanche warning or managing water supply
and hydro-power. To simulate the seasonal snow cover development in alpine terrain, the
spatially distributed, physics-based model Alpine3D is suitable. The model is typically
driven by spatial interpolations of observations from automatic weather stations (AWS),
leading to errors in the spatial distribution of atmospheric forcing. With recent advances
in remote sensing techniques, maps of snow depth can be acquired with high spatial
resolution and accuracy. In this work, maps of the snow depth distribution, calculated
from summer and winter digital surface models based on Airborne Digital Sensors (ADS),
are used to scale precipitation input data, with the aim to improve the accuracy of
simulation of the spatial distribution of snow with Alpine3D. A simple method to scale
and redistribute precipitation is presented and the performance is analyzed. The scaling
method is only applied if it is snowing. For rainfall the precipitation is distributed by
interpolation, with a simple air temperature threshold used for the determination of the
precipitation phase. It was found that the accuracy of spatial snow distribution could be
improved significantly for the simulated domain. The standard deviation of absolute snow
depth error is reduced up to a factor 3.4 to less than 20 cm. The mean absolute error in
snow distribution was reducedwhen using representative input sources for the simulation
domain. For inter-annual scaling, the model performance could also be improved, even
when using a remote sensing dataset from a different winter. In conclusion, using remote
sensing data to process precipitation input, complex processes such as preferential
snow deposition and snow relocation due to wind or avalanches, can be substituted
and modeling performance of spatial snow distribution is improved.
Keywords: mountain precipitation, spatial variability, Alpine3D, precipitation scaling, airborne digital sensor, snow
depth, snow transport, preferential deposition
1. INTRODUCTION
The spatial distribution of snow depth can vary on scales of a fewmeters and from winter to winter.
Different precipitation patterns, redistribution by wind, temperature and solar radiation strongly
control snow distribution. The seasonal snow cover in alpine terrain accumulates and stores a large
amount of water and has a major influence on the release and availability of water throughout the
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year. The water stored in snow is essential for hydro-power
(Schaefli et al., 2007), water supply and recreational activities
(Koenig and Abegg, 1997). Additionally, the development of flora
and fauna in the alpine and lower elevated areas is influenced
by the snow cover (Wipf et al., 2009) and the formation of
avalanches is substantially influenced by the spatial and temporal
distribution of the snow cover (Schweizer et al., 2003).
Using numerical models, snow distribution in alpine terrain
can be simulated (Liston and Sturm, 1998; Gauer, 2001; Winstral
et al., 2002; Vionnet et al., 2014). Simulations can be used to
understand hydrological processes (Comola et al., 2015), for
fore- and now-casting (Lehning et al., 1999; Bellaire et al.,
2011) or the assessment of climate change (Bavay et al., 2009).
The spatially distributed, physics-based model Alpine3D is
suitable for simulations of snow in steep, alpine terrain (Lehning
et al., 2006, 2008). It accounts for the most relevant processes
leading to snow accumulation, ablation, metamorphism and
the energy exchanges with soil, vegetation and the atmosphere.
As simulations may become computationally expensive, not
all processes can be explicitly accounted for in a simulation.
Effects caused by wind, such as snow transport and preferential
deposition, can be included (Lehning et al., 2008), but the
computational demand increases dramatically. These effects are
therefore often neglected, leading to errors in snow distribution.
Also a detailed representation of the energy fluxes (Michlmayr
et al., 2008) limits the applicability of large-scale simulations
with high spatial resolution. Uncertainties in and lack of
measurements of meteorological observations, which are usually
used as input, contribute to errors in the simulation of snow
distribution (Schölgl et al., 2016) and the measurements are
often not representative for the vicinity of the automatic weather
station (AWS) (Grünewald and Lehning, 2015).
Various simple methods to allocate precipitation to account
for wind drift have been tested in previous studies. Most of them
use topographic features such as elevation, slope, aspect and/or
curvature (Schuler et al., 2007; Huss et al., 2008; Magnusson
et al., 2014). More complex parameters are also calculated, e.g.,
topographic openness (Hanzer et al., 2016). The most successful
topographic parameter is the Winstral redistribution parameter
(Winstral et al., 2002, 2013), which has been shown to give good
results even in fairly difficult conditions if at least the mean wind
direction is known (Schirmer et al., 2011).
Recent advances in remote sensing techniques enable us to
acquire information about the earth surface with high vertical
accuracy and high spatial resolution and allow new quantitative
insight in snow distribution (Trujillo et al., 2007; Deems et al.,
2013). Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) can be used to measure
the snow surface continually (Grünewald et al., 2010; Deems
et al., 2013) and with very high accuracy (less than 20 cm error
on average Prokop et al., 2008). However, this method is labor
intensive and limited to small areas only (Bühler et al., 2013).
Airborne mounted scanning devices are well suited to gather
information about the spatial distribution and thickness of the
snow cover for large areas. Using an opto-electric scanner for
large areas is cheaper than using laser scanning (Bühler et al.,
2013). With an opto-electric scanner, stereo images are acquired
and can be combined to a digital surface model (DSM) (Kresse
and Danko, 2012; Bühler et al., 2015). If snow free DSMs are
subtracted from DSMs with snow covered areas, maps of spatial
snow distribution can be generated. Such maps of snow depth,
temporally close to themaximum seasonal snow depth, have been
acquired in recent years for the region of Davos, Switzerland
(Bühler et al., 2012, 2013). Such maps can be used for validation
purposes of the performance of numerical models. They also
offer the potential to be included as model input to improve
the model performance (e.g., Revuelto et al., 2016). They used
TLS data to adjust snow depths on dates where TLS scans
were available in simulations throughout different winters. This
method allows to correct the snow depth at time steps where
TLS information is available and it was shown to improve the
simulation of snow depth. However, the method either requires
multiple TLS scans per winter, or it will only provide an accurate
snow depth distribution on or directly after the TLS scan and
during melting periods. During snow accumulation periods, TLS
information is essential to improve simulation performance.
Furthermore, snowpack layering and snow microstructure
may not be well represented when simulated snow depth
deviates from actual snow depth for extended periods of
time.
In this work, a simple method of precipitation scaling using
remote sensing datasets is presented. The method aims to
achieve an accurate simulation of seasonal snow cover with one
simulation run only. A characteristic of the model is that it
distinguishes between different precipitation patterns depending
on the precipitation phase. A comparison of the scaling methods
with non-scaling methods and an iterative scaling approach is
made to quantify the gain in accuracy based on the scaling.
Problems and limitations of the methods are investigated and
described.
2. METHODS
2.1. Site Description
To investigate the potential of precipitation scaling the area
around the town Davos, Switzerland was chosen. For this area,
several airborne digital sensor (ADS) remote sensing datasets
of seasonal snow distribution are available (Bühler et al., 2015).
This area has been the basis for numerous research projects
and numerical simulations have been run in this area for
various applications (e.g., Zappa et al., 2003; Bavay et al.,
2009; Mott et al., 2011). The simulation domain covers an
area of 21.5 × 21.5 km centered around the Dischma valley
south-east of Davos (cf. Figure 1). The mean elevation of the
domain is 2256m.a.s.l. with a minimum elevation of 1255m.a.s.l.
and the highest peak at 3218m.a.s.l. The lower areas, below
∼1800m.a.s.l., are mostly covered by forest (13.2% of the
domain) and infrastructure and buildings of Davos (1.3% of the
domain). The higher areas are mostly covered by alpine meadow
(21.8% of the domain), changing into rocky and glacial areas
in the highest elevations of the domain. The glacial areas cover
2.9% of the domain. The most dominant precipitation pattern is
determined by the elevation gradient. Precipitation amounts at
the Weissfluhjoch are about twice as high as in Davos (Wever,
2015).
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FIGURE 1 | Overview of the simulation domain in the area of Davos, Switzerland (black frame), the ADS (airborne digital sensor) Wannengrat extent
(green frame) and the ADS Dischma extent (red frame). The AWSs used for Alpine3D input with (red stars) and without heated rain gauge (green dots). Maps
reproduced by permission of swisstopo (JA100118).
Several meteorological stations are located within the
simulation domain (cf. Figure 1). Most of them belong to
the Intercantonal Measurement and Information System, a
permanently operating network for avalanche warning (Lehning
et al., 1999). These stations measure general meteorological
parameters such as air, soil and snow temperatures, wind speed
and direction, relative humidity and snow depth and reflected
short-wave radiation but not precipitation. A meteorological
station at the Weissfluhjoch (WFJ, 2540m.a.s.l.) and one
in Davos (DAV, 1596m.a.s.l.), belonging to the SwissMetNet
from MeteoSwiss (Heimo et al., 2007) are equipped with
heated rain gauges, providing information about precipitation
at different elevations. These stations are also equipped
with sensors to measure incoming short-wave radiation and
incoming long-wave radiation. Figure 1 gives an overview of
the location and extent of the simulation domain and ADS
extents, including the locations and code names of the AWS
sites.
2.2. Remote Sensing Data
The maps of measured spatial snow depth distribution were
generated using information acquired by the ADS technology
(Bühler et al., 2015). The opto-electric line scanners ADS80 and
ADS100 from Leica Geosystems were used to acquire summer
and winter stereo images for different years over the Dischma
andWannengrat area near Davos (cf. Figure 1). The ADS dataset
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covering the Wannengrat area (∼3.5× 7.5 km) and the Dischma
area (∼7 × 17 km) are merged and handled as one dataset.
The acquired images were processed to digital surface models
(DSM) for summer and winter (Bühler et al., 2012). Subtracting
the winter DSM from the summer DSM provides to maps of
snow depth. The resolution of the final snow depth maps is
2m with an average vertical accuracy of ±30 cm (Bühler et al.,
2015).
To use the ADS data for scaling, it was resampled to a 100m
resolution by averaging when more than 50% of the grid points
contained data. If more than 50% of the grid points contained
no data, also the resampled grid point was set to no data. Snow
depth in areas covered with forest, scrub, buildings and water
bodies can not be determined using ADS technology (Bühler
et al., 2015) and are therefore masked out from the datasets. ADS
datasets from 20 March 2012, 15 April 2013 and 17 April 2014
were used in this study. All snow depth maps were calculated
using a summer DSM from 3 September 2013. Figure 2 shows
the ADS data for 20 March 2012 at 100m resolution.
2.3. Numerical Modeling
2.3.1. Models
Alpine3D is an Open Source model of mountain surface
processes with a special focus on snow cover. It has been
designed for hydrological, meteorological and avalanche warning
applications in steep, alpine terrain (Lehning et al., 2006). It
consists of several modules simulating various processes: a
module for snow transport (Lehning et al., 2008; Groot Zwaaftink
et al., 2011), a module to simulate the radiation fields in
complex terrain (Michlmayr et al., 2008; Helbig, 2009) or
a module to provide runoff data in order to couple it
with an hydrological routing scheme (Gallice et al., 2016).
As the snow transport module requires the computation of
3D wind fields and comes at a very high computational
cost, it has not been used for the simulations in this
work. Similarly, the radiation fields have been treated by a
simpler module that accounts for shading effects, atmospheric
attenuation and a simplified representation of the radiation
reflected by the surrounding terrain based on a view factors
FIGURE 2 | ADS snow depth map from 20 March 2012 resampled at 100m resolution. Legend shows snow depth [m] and correspond to the 2–98 cumulative
percentage of data. Map reproduced by permission of swisstopo (JA100118).
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approach (similarly to Anslow et al., 2008; Endrizzi et al.,
2014).
At its core, Alpine3D is a distributed version of the
SNOWPACK model (Bartelt and Lehning, 2002; Lehning et al.,
2002a,b): 1D simulations are run for all grid points in the
simulation domain and then processed by the other modules.
The SNOWPACK model describes physical processes in and
between soil, snow and vegetation and the atmospheric boundary
layer with high accuracy (Wever et al., 2014, 2015). It can for
example simulate the deposition and resublimation of surface
hoar, the shortwave penetration into the snow cover and local
phase changes. It uses a variable number of layers with a
typical thickness of less than 2 cm and gives an overall reliable
representation of the local snow mass balance if accurate forcing
data is available.
The meteorological forcing data are taken from AWS. These
raw data are filtered and preprocessed (more in Section 2.3.2)
using the Open Source MeteoIO library (Bavay and Egger,
2014) before entering the core of the model. Since the MeteoIO
library computes the distributed meteorological forcing, the
precipitation scaling method presented here has been directly
implemented into MeteoIO as another spatial interpolation
algorithm. Alpine3D is used as a framework here to determine
the potential of precipitation input scaling to improve the
accuracy of spatial snow distribution in numerical models.
2.3.2. Input Data
For the simulations presented here, all input data are taken
from AWSs and interpolated on the simulation domain. The
two SwissMetNet stations are used for incoming short-wave
radiation and incoming long-wave radiation. Precipitation input
is chosen depending on the simulation and is explained later.
The other parameters are interpolated from all AWS. Depending
on the number of input sources, different interpolation methods
are applied to distribute the observations on the domain. If
none or only one source is available, a default or constant
value (CST) or a predefined lapse rate (CST-LAPSE) are used to
generate distributed input. Additionally, if at least two sources
are available, a lapse rate can be calculated (LAPSE). If more
than two sources are available, a combination of inverse distance
weighting and a lapse rate (IDW-LAPSE) can be applied for
interpolation (Bavay and Egger, 2014). For most input data
except precipitation IDW-LAPSE is used for interpolation. For
precipitation, generally only few inputs are available and IDW-
LAPSE is rarely used.
In this study, we used two different interpolation methods
for precipitation. For simulations with two rain gauges we
interpolated with lapse rate only. For simulations with more
than two precipitation inputs, we used a combination of inverse
distance weighting and lapse rate (Bavay and Egger, 2014).
For the simulations presented here two different precipitation
input sources are used. Simulations using hourly observations
from two heated rain gauges, interpolated on the simulation
domain are called [PSUM], as they use precipitation sums as
input. Simulations where precipitation is generated from snow
depth changes measured by AWSs (Lehning et al., 1999; Wever
et al., 2015) are called [HS]. Using SNOWPACK, a precipitation
rate corresponding to the observed change in snow depth is
calculated, considering snow density and settling. In total 9
AWS are used to provide precipitation input. The [PSUM]
and [HS] simulations are traditional, non-scaling methods used
as reference to compare to the scaling methods and serve
as the baseline precipitation field for the scaling methods.
The interpolation methods for the different input sources are
summarized in Table 1.
When using the heated rain gauges as precipitation input,
the data from winter 2012/13 and 2013/14 are corrected
for undercatch according to Goodison et al. (1998). Unusual
meteorological circumstances in winter 2011/12 with strong
winds and associated increased snow transport, led to a situation
where undercatch correction was not necessary in order to
accurately represent the snow depth at the WFJ and DAV
measurement sites (Wever et al., 2015), and therefore, the
undercatch correction was not applied for any simulations in this
winter.
2.3.3. Direct Scaling Method
The direct scaling method is designed to scale precipitation
input with one simulation run only and can be applied to any
precipitation input. Here the [PSUM] and [HS] inputs are used
to test direct scaling. First, precipitation is interpolated using
LAPSE ([PSUM]) or IDW-LAPSE ([HS]) to provide the initial
guess of the precipitation field over the total simulation domain.
In a second step, the precipitation is redistributed using the snow
depth information from the ADS data according to Equation (1):
Pi,t =
Pavg,t
HSavg
·HSi (1)
Pi,t is the amount of scaled precipitation distributed on a grid
point i at time t. Pavg,t is the spatial average interpolated
precipitation at time t, HSavg is the average snow depth of
the ADS data for the same domain and HSi is the ADS snow
depth at grid point i. The redistribution of precipitation is
done only for grid points where ADS information is available.
Pavg,t is calculated only for the area where ADS information is
available to guarantee mass conservation. ADS information (e.g.,
HSavg , HSi) is always taken from one of the three ADS datasets
available, depending on the simulated winter. This simple scaling
assumes that the spatial precipitation correction factor is time-
invariant. This scaling approach leads to a separation between
the total precipitation input and scaling the distribution. The
TABLE 1 | Overview of the inputs and interpolation methods used in the
simulations.
[PSUM] [HS]
Precipitation sources Heated rain gauges Snow depth changes
Precipitation inputs 2 9
Primary interpolation for P LAPSE IDW-LAPSE
Radiation inputs 2 2
Other inputs 9 9
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total precipitation mass interpolated on the domain is strictly
conserved while being redistributed and scaled onto the domain.
To account for the different precipitation patterns of solid and
liquid precipitation, the precipitation is redistributed and scaled
only when the air temperature (TA) on the grid cell is below a
certain threshold value. Therefore, TA is interpolated over the
simulation domain using IDW-LAPSE. If the air temperature at
a grid point is above this threshold, only liquid precipitation is
assumed and no scaling is applied, assuming the interpolation
is already a good approximation for rainfall patterns. If the air
temperature is below the threshold, a distribution according
to Equation (1) is applied. The threshold for all simulations
conducted in this study is set to 1.2◦C. Figure 3 schematically
shows the structure of the scaling method. The simulations
scaling [PSUM] input are called [PAT] (from PSUM-ADS-
Threshold), the simulation scaling [HS] input are called [HAT]
(from HS-ADS-Threshold).
2.3.4. Iterative Scaling Method
The results from an initial scaling may be improved considerably
by an additional iteration step, which takes into account the
deviation between simulated and measured snow depth after
a first model run. The additional computational costs may be
justified for applications were a precise snow depth distribution is
important as well as simultaneously maintaining a correct spatial
and timely simulation of individual snow fall events (e.g., snow
avalanche prediction). Here, we also investigate the improvement
in snow depth distribution by an iterative scaling approach
[ALS2] (fromAirborne Landscape Scans with 2 simulation runs),
compared to direct scaling.
For [ALS2] simulations precipitation grids are calculated
for each time step and fed into the model by assessing the
precipitation on each grid point proportional to the ratio between
the average snow depth in the ADS data at the elevation of a rain
gauge (cf. Equation 2).
Pi,t =
PDAV ,t
HS1595
· HSi (2)
Pi,t is the amount of precipitation allocated to grid point i at time
step t, PDAV ,t is the measured amount of precipitation at time t
at station Davos (DAV), HS1595 is the average snow depth of all
grid points at 1595 m.a.s.l. (± 10 m), which is the elevation of
the station Davos and HSi is the ADS snow depth on grid point
i. It is assumed that the average snow depth at this elevation is
represented by the precipitation measured at DAV.
From the resulting snow distribution at the date where the
ADS dataset was acquired, a correction grid is calculated (cf.
Equation 3). With this correction grid, all precipitation input
grids from the first simulation are corrected (cf. Equation 4). The
simulation is re-run using the corrected precipitation input grids.
fc,i =
HSi
HSALS,i
(3)
P2,i,t = Pi,t · fc,i (4)
P2,i,t is the corrected precipitation for grid point i at time t.
Pi,t is the original precipitation field used in the first simulation
run (cf. Equation 2), fc,i is the correction factor for grid point
i, HSi is the ADS snow depth and HSALS,i is the snow depth
resulting from the first run at grid point i. This iterative method
requires substantially more effort and model adjustment because
simulations have to be carried out twice.
2.4. Simulation Setups
For the two precipitation sources described above, non-scaling
simulations ([PSUM] and [HS]) were run. For the same
precipitation inputs used in [PSUM] and [HS], simulations were
run using the direct scaling, which results in the experiments
[PAT] and [HAT]. [PAT] is the scaled simulation of [PSUM] and
[HAT] is the scaled simulation of [HS]. Additionally, simulations
for the iterative scaling method [ALS2] were conducted. For
all simulation setups only the precipitation input was varied.
All other inputs remained unchanged and were equal for any
simulation. Simulations were conducted for the winters 2011/12,
2012/13, and 2013/14. ADS data from March 2012, April 2013
FIGURE 3 | Flow chart of the direct scaling method. An air temperature (TA) and a precipitation (P) field are generated for every time step from local time series at
AWSs. Depending on the air temperature at each grid point, a decision is made if the interpolated precipitation is scaled according to the ADS data or not.
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and 2014 were used for scaling. Simulations were run from
August to July. To assess the potential of inter-annual scaling,
the direct scaling simulations were run using all ADS datasets
to scale all simulated winters e.g., winter 2011/12 was simulated
using the corresponding ADS dataset 2012 for scaling, but also
the datasets from 2013 and 2014. The same was done for winter
2012/13 and 2013/14. This inter-annual scaling can be considered
as a cross-validation variant but is also of practical interest as it
should show, how snow distribution acquired with quite some
effort in a particular year can then be used in other years.
2.5. Data Analysis
The analysis of the simulation results was done for the dates of
ADS data acquisitions. From simulated snow depths and ADS
data, relative and absolute errors are calculated for each grid point
and compared. The absolute errors are calculated according to
Equation (5) and the relative errors according to Equation (6).
1HS = HSsim −HSADS [m] (5)
δHS =
HSsim −HSADS
HSADS + 0.0001m
[−] (6)
1HS is the absolute error in snow depth, δHS is the relative error
in snow depth,HSsim is the snow depth simulated with Alpine3D
at the same date where the ADS data is acquired and HSADS is
the snow depth information from the 100m ADS dataset. To
avoid divisions by zero, 0.0001m of snow depth where added
to the ADS snow depth when calculating the relative errors.
Additionally relative errors larger than 5 and smaller than −5
are classified as outliers and excluded from data analysis. At
small snow depths, the relative error is highly sensitive and small
absolute errors in snow depth can lead to very high relative
errors. Nevertheless, the relative error is helpful to identify errors
in snow depth simulations in complex terrain on the small
scale, e.g., along ridges or depressions. Here we concentrate
on the absolute error and maps of absolute errors of different
simulations are shown. Maps of relative errors can be found in
the Supplementary Material.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Non-scaling Simulations
In non-scaling [PSUM] simulation for winter 2011/12 the local
snow depth is over- and underestimated but maximum errors
remain smaller than ±2m. The strongest underestimations
occurred in the highest elevations in the south-east of the
simulation domain (cf. Figures 4A,B). This area is also most
distant from the rain gauges. Overestimation occurred at all
elevations and mostly in north facing slopes. Distributions of
the errors for the winters 2012/13 and 2013/14 are similar
(cf. Table 2). Figure 4B shows that small snow depths at
low elevations are generally overestimated by the simulation.
At higher elevations, underestimations occur almost with the
same frequency as overestimations and the error magnitude
increases with elevation. The mean absolute error is 0.044m
with a standard deviation of 0.569m. The mean snow mass is
distributed very accurately by the two rain gauges. Given the fact
that other studies (e.g., Grünewald and Lehning, 2011) found
that two stations generally are not able to accurately represent
elevation gradients in a mountain catchment, we consider it a
coincidence that these two rain gauges are able to represent the
mass distributed in this catchment accurately. A dependency of
errors on the aspect of the slopes is present but not very strong.
Small snow depths are generally found in south facing slopes
whereas the largest snow depths are found in north facing slopes.
Results for the winter 2012/13 are similar and summarized in
Table 2 and Figure 5. For winter 2013/14 the mean error was
0.174m and the standard deviation was 0.399m.
In [HS] simulations, the range of the absolute error is similar
to the [PSUM] simulations. Most negative errors in snow depth
are present in high alpine terrain and most positive errors
occur at lower elevations (cf. Figure 4C). Figure 4D shows the
deviation of snow depth from the ADS 2012 dataset for each
grid point. It is clear that the range of snow depths of the
simulation is limited between 1.5 and 2.5m, whereas the ADS
snow depths vary between 0.5 and more than 4m. This indicates
that an inadequate elevation gradient of precipitation has been
calculated from the snow depth stations. Small snow depths at
lower elevations are generally overestimated, high snow depths
are generally underestimated. The mean absolute error is at -
0.18m with a standard deviation of 0.657m. The smaller snow
depths are generally simulated in south facing slopes whereas the
largest snow depths are found in north facing slopes. Results for
winter 2012/13 are similar to the ones from winter 2011/12. For
winter 2013/14 the absolute mean error was 0.057m only with a
standard deviation of 0.512m (cf. Table 2).
3.2. Direct scaling
The simulation using the [PAT] scaling approach represents the
snow depth on average well (mean absolute error for winter
2011/12 = −0.01m). Also the standard deviation of the error
is rather low at 0.195m. Small snow depths are generally
slightly underestimated whereas large snow depths are slightly
overestimated (cf. Figures 4E,F). An over- and underestimation
depending on the slopes aspect is visible. The north facing slopes
are generally overestimated whereas the snow depths in south
facing slopes are underestimated. Results from other winters are
similar and are shown in Table 2.
The results of the [HAT] simulation are similar to the [PAT]
results, but generally underestimating the snow depths. The
mean absolute error is -0.24m with a standard deviation of
0.19m for the winter 2011/12. For the winter 2012/13 the mean
error was slightly lower and the standard deviation was reduced
from 0.486m to 0.162m. For the winter 2013/14 the standard
deviations were in the same range as for the other winters but
with the lowest mean error of 0.018m.
Comparing the non-scaling simulations to the direct scaling
simulations with the same precipitation input (cf. Figure 5A),
it can be stated that for any simulation using scaling the
standard deviation is strongly reduced. For the winters 2011/12
and 2012/13 it is reduced to less than 0.23m for all scaling
experiments. For the winter 2013/14 for the rain gauge driven
simulations no significant reduction in standard deviation of
the absolute error results. This is mainly due to rather small
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FIGURE 4 | (A,C,D,E,G) Maps of absolute errors in snow depth between simulation results and ADS dataset for 20 March 2012. (B,D,F,H) Scatter plots of simulated
against ADS snow depth for 20 March 2012. The plots show [PSUM], [HS], [PAT], and [ALS2] simulation results from winter 2011/12. The range of the absolute errors
show the 2–98 cumulative percentage of data for [PSUM], [HS], and [ALS2]. For [PAT] the data range is identical to the [PSUM] data range. Colors in scatter plots
correspon to elevation in [PSUM] and aspect of the grid point for others. Maps reproduced by permission of swisstopo (JA100118).
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TABLE 2 | Overview on the statistics of the relative (rel) and absolute (abs) errors [mean and standard deviation (std)] for all simulations conducted.
Simulation Winter ADS data Mean rel. [−] Std. rel. [−] Mean abs. [m] Std. abs. [m]
ALS2 2011/12 2012 0.033 0.037 0.064 0.06
ALS2 2012/13 2013 0.035 0.181 0.059 0.275
HAT 2013/14 2014 −0.171 0.432 0.018 0.253
HAT 2011/12 2012 −0.129 0.106 −0.244 0.192
HAT 2012/13 2013 −0.215 0.159 −0.292 0.162
HS 2011/12 – 0.022 0.418 −0.18 0.657
HS 2012/13 – −0.036 0.443 −0.247 0.486
HS 2013/14 – 0.372 0.868 0.057 0.512
PAT 2011/12 2012 −0.011 0.115 −0.01 0.195
PAT 2013/14 2014 −0.055 0.498 0.179 0.387
PAT 2011/12 2013 0.008 0.277 0.006 0.46
PAT 2011/12 2014 −0.042 0.506 −0.02 0.893
PAT 2012/13 2012 −0.048 0.272 −0.083 0.319
PAT 2012/13 2013 −0.085 0.207 −0.07 0.225
PAT 2012/13 2014 −0.132 0.472 −0.078 0.654
PAT 2013/14 2012 0.224 0.642 0.136 0.352
PAT 2013/14 2013 0.17 0.555 0.151 0.304
PSUM 2011/12 – 0.118 0.381 0.044 0.569
PSUM 2012/13 – 0.073 0.41 −0.023 0.436
PSUM 2013/14 – 0.406 0.79 0.174 0.399
FIGURE 5 | (A) Plot of mean absolute error and standard deviation, (B) Plot of the mean relative error and standard deviation for non-scaling and scaling simulations
for the winters 2011/12, 2012/13, and 2013/14. Arrows indicate the effect of the scaling. Simulations from winter 2011/12 are colored in red.
snow depths in this winter and an overestimation of the total
precipitation in the [PSUM]/[PAT] simulations. This effect
becomes visible when considering the change of relative errors
(cf. Figure 5B). It can be seen that the standard deviation of
the relative errors is significantly reduced. For all simulations, a
reduction of total snow depth of about 10 cm is evident for the
winters 2011/12 and 2012/13.
3.3. Iterative Scaling
Using the results from the first run to correct the precipitation
field, the mean error and standard deviation are reduced
remarkably in [ALS2] to a very good representation of snow
depth distribution (cf. Figures 4G,H). After the second, iterative
simulation run, the snow depths in south facing slopes are
generally slightly underestimated whereas in the north facing
slopes they are slightly overestimated. The mean absolute error
in winter 2011/12 is 0.064m with a standard deviation of 0.06m.
For winter 2012/13 the mean error is similar with 0.059m with a
standard deviation of 0.12m (cf. Table 2). For winter 2013/14 no
simulation was run.
3.4. Discussion of Scaling Influence
The results of the simulations show that large variations in the
results are obtained, depending on the precipitation input chosen
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and the applied scaling method. The non-scaling methods have
the problem that the effective range of snow depths in the domain
up to more than 4m is not correctly represented. They typically
occur as a result of local processes (e.g., snow transport) and/or
geographical precipitation gradients that are not captured by the
interpolation mechanisms.
As only two rain gauges are used in [PSUM] simulations, no
IDW is applied and the interpolation cannot account for the
climatological north-south gradient in the domain. Therefore,
we assume that the interpolation using a lapse rate only is not
able to represent the total range of the snow distribution for
the simulation domain. As the average error in snow depth
is rather small it can also be stated that the precipitation
observations do represent the total precipitation well but the
correct spatial allocation is missing. The accurate interpolation of
total precipitation from two rain gauges also is coincidence since
earlier investigations in the catchment (Grünewald and Lehning,
2011, 2015) have shown that individual stations are usually not
representative in this type of terrain.
In the [HS] simulations the interpolation is done using IDW-
LAPSE. Even though 9 precipitation inputs are interpolated, the
range of snow depths was found to be not represented. We
hypothesize that this is mainly due to the fact that the measured
snow depths by AWSs show limited representativeness for the
stations’ vicinity (Grünewald and Lehning, 2015) and therefore
also the calculated precipitation is not a sufficient input for the
whole simulation domain. This shows that the precipitation input
needs to be representative for a larger area than only the point
where the observation is made. Also the stations are not located
at very exposed locations and their data cannot account for the
wind blown, shallow snowpack along ridges nor the drift-filled
gullies in their vicinity, where generally no station is placed.
The [ALS2] method leads to the best results in terms of
spread of the errors (standard deviation = 0.06m) and a
very small mean error of 0.064m for 2011/12. This is mainly
attributed to the fact that there is an iteration, in contrast to
the other methods. This makes this method the most reliable
one tested in this study, but requires two simulation runs
to achieve good results. The small errors still evident in the
[ALS2] result from the non-linear settling of the snow cover.
A reduction of the precipitation by a factor of 2 does not
lead to a reduction of the snow depth by a factor of 2, but
a little less. With the adjustment of the precipitation, the
settling caused by the snow covers own weight is influenced
most. When snow mass is reduced, settling is disproportionately
reduced due to missing mass and vice versa, leading to small
errors in snow depth simulation. As the iterative approach is
independent of direct precipitation measurements, the mean
precipitation can be estimated with highest accuracy of all
methods tested.
The direct scaling method redistributes the precipitation
calculated by the base method [PSUM] or [HS]. Therefore, the
influence of the scaling on the mean error is small and depends
a lot on the precipitation input. The total precipitation mass
allocated by the base method is not influenced and changes in
the mean errors occur only due to the redistribution of the
precipitationmass to other grid points, which are then influenced
FIGURE 6 | Frequencies of snow depths for all ADS datasets. The blue
bars represents the ADS 2012, the red bars the ADS 2013 and the yellow bars
the ADS 2014 dataset. Bin sizes of the histogram is 10 cm. X-axis is cut at 5m
to increase readability.
differently by temperature, radiation, rain or metamorphism,
which all influence settling and lead to a change in snow depth.
For all scaling runs, it is evident that for south facing slopes
the snow depth is mostly underestimated whereas it is mostly
overestimated in north facing ones. The influence of the aspect
on the results will be discussed below.
Looking at the absolute error for the simulations [PSUM]
and [PAT] the errors are strongly reduced. The mean error only
varies slightly due to the mass conservation in the scaling method
but the standard deviation is reduced by a factor of 2.9 from
0.569m to 0.195m, leading to errors less than ±1m overall. The
effect of the [HAT] method on the errors is comparable to the
[PAT] method. The standard deviation of the absolute error is
reduced by a factor of 3.4 to 0.192m only. Themean error slightly
shifts into a more negative area. This shift is mainly due to the
redistribution of precipitation to other grid points leading to
differences in settling as discussed above.
Figure 5A shows the improvement in spatial representation
of the snow depths when using scaling methods. For any
precipitation input, the standard deviation of the error is reduced
up to a factor of 3.4 for the winter 2011/12 and a factor of 2 for the
winter 2012/13. Only for the rain gauge driven simulations of the
winter 2013/14 the effect of the scaling is rather small. This is due
to the generally small snow depths in the ADS data of this winter
(cf. Figure 6). When looking at the relative error (cf. Figure 5B),
the standard deviation is reduced strongly also for the winter
2013/14. Still these values need to be looked at with caution.
The relative error is very sensitive at small snow depths, where a
little absolute error can produce a large relative error. This clearly
shows that both, the relative and the absolute error need to be
considered when investigating the model performance, especially
when small snow depths are present frequently.
For the snow depth driven simulations for winter 2013/14,
the effect of scaling is also clearly visible in the change of the
absolute errors. We assume that not only the ADS data is crucial
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for good scaling results, but that also the total precipitation mass
is important. If too much precipitation is allocated, the scaling
will be less effective due to excessive supply of precipitation
which leads to a smoothing of the snow cover. The smoothing
stems from the fact that the proportional settling of deeper
snow is larger than for thinner snow. If the correct or too little
precipitation is allocated the scaling has a stronger effect on the
correct redistribution. This can be seen when comparing the two
simulations for winter 2013/14.
For all simulations using scaling, a negative drift of the
mean error is evident. This is despite the fact that the scaling
mechanism conserves the total precipitation mass allocated by
the basic, non-scaling method (cf. Equation 1). The shift comes
from the settling and melting information in the ADS datasets.
The dataset represents a snow distribution toward the end of
the winter but is applied to scale precipitation throughout the
whole winter. The ADS data already accounts for settled snow
depths and partial melting. If it is used for scaling precipitation
throughout the whole winter and the model itself accounts for
settling and melting on the snow cover too, these effects are
overrepresented and lead to an overall reduction of snow volume.
Also the local redistribution of precipitation due to scaling leads
to different settling effects compared to the base method, leading
to a decrease in overall snow depth. The average loss in snow
depths is about 10 cm, independent of the precipitation input
method.
For all the results presented here, the variation in the
simulation setup is only in precipitation input and its
interpolation and scaling. All other inputs are kept identical for
any simulation. This allows us to best quantify the influence
of variations in precipitation input and scaling. On the other
hand, we did not quantify the influence and errors in simulation
results due to other input quantities and their interpolation. An
extended sensitivity analysis on various input quantities using
Alpine3D in the Davos area has been conducted by Schölgl
et al. (2016). The average vertical accuracy of the ADS data is
estimated to ±30 cm (Bühler et al., 2015). For the simulations
presented here, we had to assume the ADS data as being accurate
to be able to scale precipitation and assess scaling performance.
As the scaling methods presented here absolutely require ADS
information, the quality of the simulation results highly depend
on the available ADS data quality.
3.5. Inter-Annual scaling
If no ADS data is available to scale a specific winter, another
dataset can be used. To assess the model performance for such
a setting, the winters 2011/12, 2012/13, and 2013/14 have been
simulated using [PAT] and were scaled with a different ADS
dataset. The influence of a scaling with an ADS dataset from
a different winter can be seen in Figure 7. The results from a
non-scaling [PSUM] method are also shown for comparison.
Figure 7B shows the standard deviation of the absolute error
in snow depth for the different simulations. The standard
deviation is lowest for any simulation when it was scaled with
the ADS dataset from the same year, except for winter 2013/14.
Additionally, when being scaled with a different dataset, the
standard deviation is lower compared to a non-scaling method,
except when using the ADS 2014 dataset to scale the winters
2011/12 and 2012/13.
Comparing the standard deviation for the winters 2011/12 and
2012/13 and the associated ADS datasets only, it can be stated that
the scaling method leads to better results than the non-scaling
method. This is due to the fact that the ADS snow distribution
patterns in the winter 2011/12 and 2012/13 were similar and
scaling with either dataset is possible (cf. Figure 6). Using the
ADS 2014 dataset to scale other winters leads to worse results
than using a non-scalingmethod. InMarch andApril 2014 the air
temperature reachedmaximum values of over 7◦C at 2500m.a.s.l.
for several weeks, leading to intense melting of the snow cover
below 2500m.a.s.l.. This information is conserved in the ADS
2014 dataset which was acquired after this period. Therefore,
scaling of other winters with this dataset leads to large errors in
snow depth distribution with highest errors below 2500m.a.s.l.
in south facing slopes (not shown). Looking at Figure 6, it can
be seen that in the ADS 2014 dataset a lot of grid points were
already snow free. This influences the scaling strongly as no
precipitation is allocated to these grid points. Therefore, the
direct scaling mechanism presented here is not suitable to scale
precipitation when grid points are snow free. For such cases,
the scaling algorithm should be adapted or ADS data must be
acquired earlier in the winter when these grid points are still snow
covered.
The tests with inter-annual scaling show that the method has
the potential to be used with a generalized ADS dataset to scale
multiple winters. As only three ADS datasets were available, it
was not possible to identify a generally valid snow distribution for
the simulation domain. Nevertheless, results shown here indicate
that ADS datasets 2012 and 2013 have the potential to be used
as a general dataset to scale precipitation in the Davos area. The
2014 dataset was acquired too late and is not suitable for general
snow scaling. Further studies using repeat ADS datasets within
one winter are needed to find optimal scaling datasets and to
assess the temporal consistency of ADS data within one winter
and between winters.
3.6. Aspect-Dependency of Scaling Error
For all scaling simulations a relation between error in snow depth
and the aspect of the grid point is evident. In north facing slopes
the error in snow depth is generally smaller than in south facing
slopes (cf. Figure 8B). Looking at non-scaling simulations such
as [PSUM] (cf. Figure 8A), we find, however, only a small effect
of aspect. For the iterative scaling approach [ALS2], this relation
of error and aspect is also still evident (cf. Figure 9). However,
compared to our other scaling simulations the amplitude of the
error is smaller. We offer three possible explanations for these
observations:
1. Using ADS data acquired toward the end of a winter, effects of
settling and melting may be overestimated: The information
about snow depth stored in the ADS datasets is based on the
snow cover toward the end of the winter. Processes causing
settling and melting throughout the winter are therefore
represented by ADS data and applied on the distribution of
precipitation. When the precipitation is distributed on the
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FIGURE 7 | (A) Means and (B) standard deviations of absolute errors of non-scaling simulations (violet) with inter-annual scaling simulations for the winters
2011/12–2013/14. Each scaling simulation was scaled using ADS 2012 (blue), 2013 (green), and 2014 (yellow) dataset for any year simulated.
FIGURE 8 | Scatter plot of absolute error of (A) [PSUM] and (B) [PAT] simulations for the winter 2011/12 against aspect. The blue (red) line shows the moving
average (standard deviation) for different aspects. The colors indicate land use classification of the grid points (green: rock, yellow: alpine meadow, blue: bush).
simulation domain, the model itself also calculates settling
and melting. This leads to the problem that these effects are
overestimated in the scaled simulations and lead to a strong
underestimation of snow depth in slopes where settling is
strong and melt has already occurred e.g., in south facing
slopes. This can be confirmed when looking at the snow
densities in the simulation domain. An analysis of settling
and melting occurrence can be found in the Supplementary
Material. It can be stated that the error is more dependent
on the aspect than on the snow depth. We could show that
high densities are more strongly related to thin snow covers
in south facing slopes than to thick snow covers in north
facing slopes. It is therefore assumed that the effect of radiation
influences the snow density more than the gravitation effects
due to a thick snow cover. It is therefore concluded that the
aspect related errors are mainly caused by the snow settling
due to radiation and temperature. Barely any melting had
occurred until the date of ADS 2012 data acquisition (analysis
of SNOWPACK profiles; not shown). Therefore, we assume
that melting effects are negligible compared to settling in this
year.
2. The settling of the snow cover is non-linear. Therefore, scaling
precipitation does not lead to the same scaling effect in the
snow cover. When more precipitation is distributed on a grid
point, more snow mass is generated there. The more mass, the
more the snow cover is compacted by its own weight. This
leads to a disproportional settling of the snow cover.
3. The radiation module used in Alpine3D may calculate too
much radiation in south facing slopes: All simulations are
run using the simple radiation module in Alpine3D, in
which a clearness index is used to split the radiation into
direct and diffuse radiation, which is known to sometimes
produce unrealistic distributions (Lanini, 2010). If the splitting
is overestimating the direct radiation, too much energy
is distributed on a grid point, leading to disproportional
settling.
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FIGURE 9 | Scatter plot of absolute error of [ALS2] simulation for the
winter 2011/12 against aspect. The blue (red) line shows the moving
average (standard deviation) for different aspects. The colors indicate land use
classification of the grid points (green: rock, yellow: alpine meadow, blue:
bush).
To estimate how much of the aspect related error is caused
by the three effects described above, a comparison of [PAT]
and [HAT] simulations with [ALS2] is suitable. As the iterative
[ALS2] scaling is based on the correction of gridded precipitation
data for each time step, it is independent of the settling
information stored in the ADS datasets (1). Since this comparison
shows that iterative scaling has a much smaller remaining
error, it can be concluded that effect (1) dominates the aspect-
dependent systematic error but that the other effects (2,3) are not
negligible.
The error due to the scaling with ADS acquired late in
the winter is larger than with an earlier acquisition. An
option could be that ADS data is acquired earlier in the
winter when less settling (and melting) has occurred. The
error due to the radiation partitioning could be reduced
by making the partitioning methods more robust. Even
though the scaling leads to an aspect-dependent error as
discussed, the mean error in distributed snow depths is
reduced for most of the scaling methods and simulated
winter.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this study, a simple precipitation scaling approach was
developed and tested with the aim to improve the representation
of the spatial distribution of snow in distributed numerical
models, while maintaining low computational costs. This
method has the potential to significantly improve spatial snow
representation in distributed snow modeling without the need
for spatially explicit modeling of wind transport (Lehning et al.,
2008; Vionnet et al., 2014), which either suffers from high
computational demand, limited accuracy or both.
The performance of traditional simulation setups without
scaling were tested and it was found that methods such as the
[PSUM] or [HS] are able to generally represent the total snow
mass in the simulation domain with good accuracy. However,
these methods were found to not represent the total variability
of the snow cover and often underestimate large snow depths
at high elevations in particular whereas small snow depths
are generally overestimated by the methods. Our proposed
scaling approach reduced the standard deviation of the absolute
error in spatial snow distribution significantly (up to a factor
of 3.4) to less than 0.23m. By choosing an appropriate base
method to allocate the precipitation, the mean error of the
snow cover could also be reduced to a few centimeters for
the simulation domain. For these promising results, only one
simulation run is required and one remote sensing dataset
is sufficient for scaling. This shows that with the simple
scaling method presented here, the overall performance in snow
distribution modeling with Alpine3D or other snow models
can be significantly improved. An iterative scaling approach
[ALS2] is able to further compensate for errors generated in
a first simulation run and the mean snow depth as well as
the spatial variability are represented with very high accuracy.
Drawbacks of iterative scaling are a high computational demand
and the necessity to write, store and re-read large amounts of
data.
Tests with inter-annual scaling showed that scaling
approaches based on ADS measurements from a different
year lead to good results as long as the relative snow distribution
is represented in the remote sensing data used for scaling. It
is therefore possible to use one remote sensing dataset to scale
various winters (Lehning et al., 2011). scaling becomes less
accurate only when the remote sensing data set has a large
portion of little snow and snow free grid points. Then the risk of
assigning too little or no precipitation to a grid point increases
dramatically.
The performance of the scaling method depends on the
quality of the remote sensing data. As this data fully determines
how the precipitation is distributed and where a snow cover
develops, its quality is critical in obtaining accurate snow depth
distributions in the simulation. Errors in ADS data are difficult
to identify, if the simulation output is compared to the remote
sensing data. Therefore, it is important to use independent
observations to verify the simulations results. In this respect,
our inter-annual experiments can be seen as a successful cross-
validation. To compare the simulation outputs with independent
data, observations from AWSs are in principle a good choice.
However, the station must be representative for its vicinity to
allow a direct comparison, which is generally difficult for this
type of terrain (Grünewald and Lehning, 2015). A very high
grid resolution facilitates such a comparison. In this work it
was not possible to find a suitable AWS to compare with the
simulation results at the grid resolution of 100 m. Due to the
extensive size of the simulation domain it was not feasible to
further increase the simulation grid resolution within the context
of this study.
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In this study, it could be shown that the scaling method can
substantially increase simulation performance regarding snow
distribution although this method also brings along undesired
effects leading to errors. The major drawback of the method
is that it is sensitive to snow settling, melting and the date
of ADS data acquisition. If remote sensing data are acquired
from a snow cover where settling or melting has occurred,
these effects influence the model and too little precipitation is
allocated. This leads to an underestimation of the snow depth
in certain areas. This not only decreases the performance of
the spatial snow distribution simulation but can also have a
major influence on the total snow volume in the simulation
domain. To date, it was not possible to solve this issue,
but it is assumed that with earlier snow depth acquisitions,
the errors can further be reduced. Solving this issue is an
important but also a challenging task in order to make more
operational use of our scaling method in numerical snow
modeling.
As an outlook on further work, a next step is to acquire
more snow depth maps following individual storms and earlier
in the winter. As briefly discussed above and shown in the
SupplementaryMaterial, a reasonable validation of time-resolved
snow depth development at local weather stations is currently
not possible. Based on temporal snow depth maps, the seasonal
development can be studied in more detail and some of the
errors discussed in our contribution can certainly be reduced.
Along these lines, it is also interesting to decompose the
weighting factor into a more regional simple trend, which
takes larger-scale moisture gradients as well as the classical
elevation into account. This base field can be applied to
liquid and solid precipitation. The finer scale patterns, which
can be seen as residuals from the larger-scale field, are then
only be applied to snowfall. Finally, it should be studied, in
how far spatial estimation of meteorological input other than
precipitation amount can be improved to allow an optimized
rain—snow distinction, which has a critical influence on our
results.
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